Window and Door Mouldings

1. a. Upper window moulding as per original Cooper and 'S' MK1/2 in stainless steel for sliding windows only, without fixings. R/H…………………14A9773 L/H…………………14A9774

b. Upper window moulding manufactured to fit MK3 wind up window doors only in same original shape - supplied with 13H743 fixing rivets. R/H…………………MS67 L/H…………………MS68 Set with clips…………………MS66

2. Lower window outer moulding as per original for Cooper and 'S' MK1/2 in stainless steel for sliding window only. R/H…………………24A341 L/H…………………24A342 Special clip for above…………………13H525

3. a. Interior moulding and seal for all wind up window models. Fits either side. (clips EYC10048, 5 required).

Order Individually…………………EJU0003

b. Pair of EJU0003 with clips…………………MSK2102

4. Outer door moulding and seal for wind up windows 1970 on as original on Cooper 'S' and MK3 upto the introduction of black protective end caps. (Clips are ADH3809 4-5 required).

R/H…………………CZH666 L/H…………………CZH667 Set with Clips…………………MSK2100

5. Same as No.4 but with protective black ends from 1981 on, outer window moulding with seal. (clips ADH3809, 4-5 needed).

R/H…………………PAM1004 L/H…………………PAM1005 Set with Clips…………………MSK2103

6. Complete car sets of door mouldings with clips.

a. Pair of CZH666/7, a pair of EJU0003 & clips…………………MSK2101

b. Pair of PAM1014/5, a pair of EJU10003 & clips…………………MSK2104

7. The wind up door window sits on two support rails.

a. Right hand front and left hand rear…………………ALAS746

b. Left hand front and right hand rear…………………ALAS747

c. One door set of rails…………………ALAS745

d. Packing rubber to support glass in rail…………………24A948

e. Door set of window rails and rubbers…………………MSK2105

Windows

8. a. To RAC specifications, 4mm Acrylic perspex kit, less windscreen, for 1970 on MK3………………… C-WIN0001

b. Polycarb is stronger and more resilient (virtually indestructible). To RAC specifications 4mm Polycarb window kit, less windscreen for 1970 on MK3.………………… C-WIN0002


a. Clear glass…………………24A2236

b. Sundym light green tint…………………CZ4048

c. Sundym light green tint heavy top tint as shown…………………MS85

d. Tinted top tint laminated heated front screen as above…………………MS87

e. Modern heated front screen with hidden elements…………………MS86A


a. Mk1 only…………………14A7056HEATED

b. MK2/3 on…………………13H7323

c. Sundym Mk2/3 on…………………CZH4013

NOTE: Glass is for customer collection only

Window Channels MK3

12. Upper door channel seal for wind up windows only.

a. Genuine Right Hand…………………PAM3076

b. Genuine Left Hand…………………PAM3077

c. Budget Right Hand…………………PAM3076MS

d. Budget Left Hand…………………PAM3077MS

Door Sill Plates

13. Stainless steel polka dot pattern kick plates which fit to inner sill and protect door seal getting damaged. These were originally fitted to MK1 models but will replace later plastic type as fitted to date. These will compliment the doorstep sills as below…………………14A7270

14. Set of stainless steel plain sill guards…………………14A7271

Pedals & Pads

17. Race/Rally alloy pads for clutch and brake, sold as a pair.…………………A200017

18. Mini accelerator metal pedal for vehicles pre 1976…………………A200015


20. Latest clutch/brake heavy duty easy fit, better anti slip rubber pedal pad, introduced in 1990 can be used for vehicles 1976 on. Order individually…………………SU0001

21. Original clutch/brake pedal pad, as fitted from 1976 up to the introduction of SU0001 pad. An inexpensive alternative. Order individually…………………GPR107

22. Hexagonal pedal rubbers - ribbed in Mini/Union flag style.

Black…………………GPR107BLACK

Blue…………………GPR107BLUE

Yellow…………………GPR107YELLOW

Red…………………GPR107RED

23. Clutch/brake pedal pad as fitted up to 1976, also used as accelerator pad for vehicles 1976 on - Sold individually.

Black…………………GPR104

Blue…………………GPR104BLUE

Yellow…………………GPR104YELLOW

Red…………………GPR104RED

24. Accelerator rubber pedal pad for vehicles pre 1976.…………………GPR005

Easy on-line ordering at www.minimania.com